Adherence to lipid-lowering treatment: the patient perspective
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Abstract: Despite the widespread prescription of highly effective lipid-lowering medications, such as the HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors (statins), a large portion of the population has lipid levels higher than the recommended goals. Treatment failures have been attributed to a variety of causes but the most important is likely to be poor adherence to therapy in the form of irregular or interrupted intake and the high frequency of discontinuation or lack of persistence. Adherence is a multidimensional phenomenon determined by the interplay of patient factors, physician factors, and health care system factors. Patients’ knowledge and beliefs about their illness, motivation to manage it, confidence in their ability to engage in illness-management behaviors, and expectations regarding the outcome of treatment and the consequences of poor adherence interact to influence adherence behavior. Patient-related factors account for the largest incremental explanatory power in predicting adherence. This article provides an overview of this critical issue, focusing on patient role in determining adherence level to lipid-lowering therapy.
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Raised cholesterol levels increase the risk of heart disease and stroke. Globally, a third of ischemic heart disease is attributable to high cholesterol. Overall, raised cholesterol is estimated to cause 2.6 million deaths (4.5% of total).¹ Despite the widespread prescription of highly effective lipid-lowering medications, such as the HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors (statins), a large portion of the population has low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels greater than the recommended goals. In America, on the basis of recent National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) data, it has been estimated that 71 million US adults have LDL-C greater than the National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III (NCEP ATP-III) goals, but only 34 million (48.1%) received lipid-lowering treatment (including nondrug therapy) and 23 million (33.2%) achieved the NCEP ATP III LDL-C goal.² According to EUROASPIRE III survey data, in Europe, the proportion of patients whose lipid levels are not at target is 46.2%.³

Failures in LDL-C goal achievement have been attributed to a variety of causes, including an improper titration of the starting statin dose⁴ and lack of follow up, but perhaps the most important is poor adherence to treatment, in the form of irregular or interrupted intake and high frequency of discontinuation or lack of persistence.⁵,⁶ It has been reported that 50% or more of patients discontinue statin medication within 1 year after treatment initiation and that consistency of use decreases over time.⁷
The management of a symptomless condition such as dyslipidemia poses a serious challenge to ensure optimal medication adherence. However, because outcomes are directly related to patients’ medication-taking behavior, when clinical goals (such as serum cholesterol levels) are not being reached, adherence should be the first item assessed by the clinician.

This article provides an overview of this critical issue, focusing on the patient role in determining adherence level to lipid-lowering therapy.

**Adherence definition and measurement**

Several studies have measured adherence, compliance, and persistence with drug therapy; however, the terminology and methodology used for measuring these varied across studies. The general term adherence was defined by the World Health Organization in their 2001 meeting as “the extent to which a patient follows medical instructions.”

In 2008, the Medication and Compliance Special Interest Group of the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research proposed two distinct concepts to be used to describe patients’ medication behavior. First, the terms “compliance” and “adherence” define “the extent to which a patient acts in accordance with the prescribed interval and dose of a dosing regimen.” Second, the term “persistence” defines the “the duration of time from initiation to discontinuation of therapy.”

The methods available for assessing adherence can be distinguished as direct or indirect methods of measurement. Direct approaches, such as the measurement of concentrations of a drug or its metabolite in blood or urine, are accurate but expensive and burdensome to the health care provider. Indirect methods, including asking the patient about how easy it is for him or her to take prescribed medication or ascertaining rates of refilling prescriptions, are simple and cheap; however, patient interviews generally are considered unreliable: patients who report poor compliance are generally correct whereas those who deny poor adherence may not be. Nonetheless, questioning the patient (directly or using a questionnaire) or use of a patient diary could be good methods to investigate factors influencing how patients follow the doctor’s recommendations.

The exact rate of nonadherence is difficult to determine in studies and strongly depends on the setting, patients enrolled, data sources, and measurement methods. Nevertheless, most studies of patients prescribed statins for dyslipidemia management show variable but significantly high rates of nonadherence. Recent studies suggest that statin nonadherence is influenced by a high rate of discontinuation immediately after therapy has been initiated. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that adherence drops substantially after the first 6 months of therapy and that 25%–50% of new statin users discontinue the therapy during the first year. Long-term observations have shown that persistence rates decrease with time and that most statin users have at least one extended period of nonuse.

**Adherence determinants**

Adherence is a multidimensional phenomenon determined by the interplay of several different factors. These can be grouped into three main categories: patient factors, physician factors, and health care system factors. Although this categorization is helpful for understanding statin adherence, there are often complex interactions between these factors that influence whether or not patients take their medications. For example, patients may fail to be adherent because of reasons as varied as attitudes toward their medications, out-of-pocket costs, side effects, the complexity of their regimens, and poor communication with their physicians. Common barriers to adherence are under the patient’s control, so attention to these is a necessary and important step in improving adherence. In responses to a questionnaire, typical reasons cited by patients for not taking their medications included forgetfulness, other priorities, decision to omit doses, lack of information, and emotional factors. Physicians contribute to patients’ poor adherence by prescribing complex regimens, failing to adequately explain the benefits and side effects of a medication, not giving consideration to the patient’s lifestyle or the cost of the medications, and having poor therapeutic relationships with their patients. More broadly, health care systems create barriers to adherence by limiting access to health care, using a restricted formulary or switching to a different formulary, and having high costs for drugs, copayments, or both.

When aggregating different determinants into patient-related, physician-related, and system-related predictors, patient-related predictors account for the largest incremental explanatory power in predicting adherence. Patient-related factors are the resources, knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, and expectations of the patient. Patients’ knowledge and beliefs about their illness, motivation to manage it, confidence in their ability to engage in illness-management behaviors, and expectations regarding the outcome of treatment and the consequences of poor adherence interact to influence adherence behavior.
Patient-related reasons may be grouped into two simple categories: unintentional, and intentional nonadherence.\textsuperscript{27,30} Unintentional nonadherence is related to patients’ skills or their ability to take their medication (eg, problems with manual dexterity or forgetfulness). Conversely, intentional nonadherence is associated with motivation and patients’ beliefs about taking medications and is a conscious decision by the patient to “self-medicate” that is, decide for themselves drug, dose, and frequency of their treatment regimen.

In a study on statin-treated patients,\textsuperscript{31} the analysis of patient-survey responses showed that the most common patient-reported reasons for discontinuing statins were: adverse effects (42.2%), felt that treatment was unnecessary (14.0%), worry about developing adverse effects (12.7%), physician-advised discontinuation (8.5%), preferred to manage their condition using diet and exercise (8.5%), felt that they were taking too many medications (4.2%), or other (28.2%). More discontinuers than continuers felt that the statin provided limited benefit or were unsure of the benefits of statins (81.7% vs 46.8%). In terms of general statin knowledge, more continuers than discontinuers knew the statin therapy would be long term (11.3% vs 2.3%) and understood their benefits (72.5% vs 57.7%). Regarding the relationships with healthcare providers, more continuers than discontinuers trusted their providers (95.3% vs 80.3%) and felt that they had adequate knowledge to answer their questions (94.2% vs 75.9%). Continuers were more likely to have had information on statins explained in ways that were easy to understand (83.7% vs 64.8%).

Lack of perception of health risk related to the disease and of need for treatment

Perceptions of personal need for medication are influenced by symptoms, expectations and experiences, and by illness cognitions.\textsuperscript{32} According to the Health Belief Model,\textsuperscript{33} patients who have a perceived need to treat their conditions effectively are more likely to take the recommended medications.

A commonly reported barrier to adherence to medications for asymptomatic conditions is patients’ lack of illness perception and of belief in medication effectiveness: as a result of the absence of symptoms linked to high cholesterol levels, hypercholesterolemic patients do not feel ill or realize that their levels should be changed.\textsuperscript{34} Avorn et al\textsuperscript{35} conducted surveys of patients deemed to have discontinued their statin and found one of the most common reasons for discontinuation to be that patients were unconvinced about the need for treatment (32%). Most patients believed that statins effectively reduce cholesterol levels and that having a high cholesterol level is unsafe; however, many also questioned their personal need for statins. A number of participants felt that their cholesterol levels were close enough to target thresholds that statins might not be of much benefit to them. Some patients expressed a preference for controlling their cholesterol via lifestyle changes, such as exercise and diet, or alternative therapies, including herbal remedies.\textsuperscript{36}

Adherence has been found to be better when the patient accepts the severity of his illness, trusts the therapist, and believes in the effectiveness of the recommended therapeutic measures.\textsuperscript{37,38} Based on this evidence, we can argue that a higher-risk condition should be characterized by higher level of adherence. Actually, Blenner et al found comorbid cardiovascular disease (CVD) (revascularization, congestive heart failure) and a history of stroke to be significant predictors of adherence.\textsuperscript{39} In an analysis of statin-naïve patients, Ellis et al\textsuperscript{28} detected a significantly higher discontinuation rate among primary-prevention patients when compared with those treated for secondary prevention, suggesting that some degree of augmented retention occurs in those most likely to benefit from statin therapy. These data are in agreement with other studies demonstrating that patients are more likely to be adherent with therapy after experiencing serious complications due to CVD, potentially due to an increased appreciation of the importance of managing their risk factors.\textsuperscript{35,40} Nevertheless, it was reported that adherence with statin therapy was less than optimal in cohorts treated for primary and secondary prevention:\textsuperscript{28} the observed level of nonadherence was undesirable and especially disappointing for individuals with documented coronary heart disease (CHD) given the greater likelihood of negative outcomes in this high-risk group. A retrospective review of over 200,000 Canadian patients\textsuperscript{31} demonstrated that 53.8% of patients had a period of nonadherence to statins lasting at least 90 days. However, there were clear events that persuaded patients to resume therapy. The most influential event was, not surprisingly, a new myocardial infarction, which resulted in an odds ratio of 12.1 of returning to therapy. More commonly, a visit with a physician made it 2.9 times more likely of a return to therapy, with a visit with the initial physician who prescribed the statin demonstrating an odds ratio likelihood of resuming therapy of 6.1, suggesting again the important role of the patient–physician relationship in adherence.

The lack of knowledge regarding why a particular treatment regimen has been prescribed and the consequences of not adhering to the intervention is compounded by the fact that physicians tend to overestimate public understanding.
of the impact of cardiovascular risk-factor management on overall health. For example, in a survey that investigated perceptions of CHD from the viewpoint of both physicians and the general public (Reassessing European Attitudes about Cardiovascular Treatment REACT study), 92% of physicians believed that their patients were aware that cholesterol is associated with CVD, whereas only 51% of the general public knew that high cholesterol is associated with CHD. Moreover, only 45% of the general public surveyed were aware that CHD was the leading cause of death in their country. In USAGE, the largest US survey of self-reported current and former statin users, approximately one-half of all respondents reported being told either they had “high” total cholesterol or that their level was \( \geq 240 \) mg/dl at the time of their diagnosis. Approximately 25% of study subjects had been told at their last visit that their LDL-C level put them at moderately high, high, or very high risk for CHD. Former statin users were less likely than current users to agree that their physicians had adequately explained their cholesterol levels (63% vs 72%) and how high cholesterol levels can affect the heart and arteries (58% vs 69%). Furthermore, although overall satisfaction with physician’s explanation of treatment was 81% for all participants, former users were less likely than current users to be satisfied (65% vs 83%).

**Why patients feel uneasy about drug therapy?**

Medication adherence has been found to be related to personal perceptions of the necessity of medication and concerns about potential adverse effects, and the way in which each individual balances the perceived benefits (necessity beliefs) against perceived risks (concerns). A patient’s motivation to adhere to prescribed treatment is influenced by the value that he or she places on compliance to the regimen and the degree of confidence in being able to follow it. In addition, the concern beliefs in medications have been associated with unintentional nonadherence, as resulted from forgetfulness and carelessness in taking medications. Concerns about medication typically arise from beliefs about side effects and disruption of lifestyle, and from more abstract worries about long-term effects and dependence. They are related to negative views about medicines as a whole. One study suggests that many people have a fairly negative view of medicines, perceiving these to be generally harmful substances that are overused by doctors.Khanderia et al queried a post-coronary artery bypass graft population about their perceived utility of secondary-prevention medications after surgery. Using a validated “Beliefs about Medicine” questionnaire, they found that nonadherent patients were more likely to be in agreement with “general overuse” and “harm from cardiovascular medications.”

In a patient survey by Horne and Weinman, although the majority of patients believed that their prescribed medication was necessary for maintaining health, approximately one-third had strong concerns about the potential adverse effects of taking it, and stronger concerns were associated with lower reported adherence. A survey study reported in 2007 suggested that patients who were concerned about the adverse effects of statins or uncertain about the potential benefits were more likely to discontinue statin use. In a focus-group study by Fung et al, many participants expressed concerns about potential long-term effects of statins, including specifically, liver and kidney damage, and depletion of coenzyme Q10. In each of the focus groups, the participants talked extensively about the potential adverse effects of statins, and for many, these concerns were the primary reason they stopped taking statins. In an interesting analysis by Reaume et al, the effect of public perception of medication safety on statin adherence was explored. They studied the period of time immediately following the withdrawal of cerivastatin from the market for safety concerns and found that, among post–acute coronary syndrome patients, there were temporary declines in use of all statins during the period, but not in use of beta-blockers or angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors (ACE-inhibitors), suggesting that the concerns were medication class specific and potentially affected by the publicity surrounding cerivastatin.

**Complexity of the drug regimen**

Statins are one of the most effective treatments in medicine. However, several controversies remain about which patients should be treated and at what doses. The most widely recommended approach to statin therapy is an LDL-C-based, “treat to target” strategy, in which lipid-modifying therapy starts at low dose and then is titrated to achieve specific LDL-C levels. Many have questioned the merits of treat-to-target approaches, highlighting a potential limitation: doubling the statin dose can increase the risk of myalgia and/or elevations in liver or muscle enzymes, with potential problems of safety and tolerability. The alternative to the traditional “start low and titrate” strategy is to choose the initial statin dose according to a patient’s baseline LDL-C level, global CHD risk profile, and percent reduction needed to attain his or her treatment goal. This strategy reduces the number of follow-up visits and repeat laboratory tests necessary in the
titration process, increases compliance and convenience for the patient, and minimizes management costs.

Because many patients have multiple chronic conditions, therapeutic regimens often involve multiple medications and frequent daily dosing. Such regimen complexity may undermine effective chronic disease management. Actually, polypharmacy is common in patients at risk of CVD due to the multifactorial etiology of the disease. Furthermore, patients may have one or more comorbidities that necessitate the use of additional noncardiovascular medications. A study of a large cohort of individuals filling prescriptions for statins or antihypertensive drugs demonstrated the enormous complexity faced by patients with cardiovascular disease. During a 3-month period, patients filled prescriptions for a mean of 11.4 medications, representing a mean of 5.9 different drug classes. More striking, during this same time frame, 10% of patients filled prescriptions for 23 or more medications, twelve or more unique medications, and eleven or more different drug classes, had prescriptions written by four or more prescribers, filled them at two or more pharmacies, and made eleven or more visits to the pharmacy.

It has been suggested that polypharmacy may have an adverse effect on adherence because patients may not understand their complex dosing regimens and/or experience problems in organizing their daily schedules to accommodate these regimens. In a telephone survey by Gialamas et al, all patients believed that they needed to take their cholesterol medication regularly but over half of all patients reported forgetting to take their medication, and about one-quarter intentionally missed out a dose on occasion or stopped taking it for a while. In another study, around one-third of patients receiving both antihypertensive and lipid-lowering therapies were adherent to their medication after six months, although adherence was improved if both drugs were initiated at the same time.

Chapman et al found lower rates of adherence to lipid-lowering and antihypertensive therapy for patients consuming greater numbers of other medications, a result that is consistent with the improvements in adherence that result from switching patients to combination pills and which may reflect true difficulties that patients face in following complex treatment regimens. Benner et al measured the association between incremental prescription burden and medication adherence and found that the former was a significant predictor of nonadherence, as patients taking the fewest medications during the preceding year had the highest likelihood of adherence to their regimen. They observed that this association was not linear, but followed a continuous curve, with the greatest drop in adherence apparent between patients taking zero and one prior medication(s). These findings may help to explain evidence that reducing the number of medications with fixed-dose combination products is associated with higher adherence and patient satisfaction.

On the contrary, other previous studies of prescription insurance claims found that patients who claimed a greater number of concurrent medications were more adherent to their statins. Authors have suggested that patients prescribed multiple concurrent medicines likely feel more personally vulnerable to the consequences of disease and therefore may be more adherent to prescribed medicines compared with healthier patients. One explanation for the contrasting findings may be that statin adherence improves with increasing medication burden up to a certain threshold, beyond which it declines. Patients prescribed the highest number of total medicines may be significantly sicker, and for these patients, the burden of illness itself may reduce medication adherence. In fact, in another study, patients treated with statins who were taking four to six other medications were more than twice as likely to report high adherence as those taking fewer than four or more than six other medications.

In a recent systematic review and meta-analysis aimed to identify reliable predictors of nonadherence to statins, regimen complexity was found in eight studies to be a possible predictor of adherence to statins. Overall, authors found no clear pattern of association between the total number of medications people were prescribed and their adherence to statins. There was a relatively strong relationship between increasing number of noncardiovascular medications and low statin adherence. In contrast, an increasing number of cardiovascular medications was associated with higher statin adherence.

In addition to polypharmacy, other factors may add complexity to a patient’s medication regimen and adversely affect adherence. Patients interact with physicians to have medications prescribed and visit pharmacies to fill their prescriptions. As a result, among patients prescribed equivalent numbers of medications and with equal levels of illness severity, those patients who make numerous trips to the pharmacy to pick up their medications, those for whom multiple physicians write prescriptions, and those patients who fill prescriptions at many different pharmacies, may have greater difficulty taking their medications as prescribed. The cohort study by Choudhry et al showed that, controlling for the number of medications used, patients who made visits
to more pharmacies and those who filled fewer medications per visit were substantially less adherent to their prescribed therapy. The magnitude of these effects was particularly large for patients who had newly initiated therapy.

Lack of efficacy
In many countries, initial lipid-lowering treatment is dominated by statin monotherapy at low- to mid-equipotency doses and infrequently includes adjunctive therapies. These statin doses often are not consistent with the patient’s baseline absolute cardiovascular risk and LDL-C targets. The use of inadequate doses is generally recognized as one of the reasons for the low success rate in achieving LDL-C targets. Moreover, most patients who begin treatment with statins remain on initial doses despite failure to achieve their target, a phenomenon known as ‘clinical inertia’. In the LIPI-WATCH survey, 77% of patients were maintained on the starting dose even though they had not reached the target. Few patients were treated with dosages tested in randomized clinical trials or dosages required to achieve treatment goals. Similarly, in another study, 88% of patients who did not achieve their LDL-C goal were maintained on the same dose of statin for at least 1 year, and only 3% were receiving the maximal dose.

Recognizing that long-term adherence to lipid-lowering treatment is a challenge, guidelines recommend that patients return for reevaluation 6 to 8 weeks after treatment initiation and dosage adjustment, and every 4 to 6 months once treatment goals have been achieved. The primary objectives of close follow up are to monitor the effectiveness of drug therapy and to promote patient compliance. Benner et al hypothesized that achieving favorable results during the first few weeks of therapy may be an important component of self-efficacy and may therefore promote long-term adherence. To test this hypothesis, they conducted a 3-year, retrospective, cohort study of statin use in a group of new statin users, observing that patients who had the smallest change in LDL-C had the lowest rates of adherence over time. Another analysis, by Benner et al, found that although history of stroke, chronic heart failure, diabetes, or hypertension predicted better persistence, patients who had a myocardial infarction after starting statin therapy were significantly less likely to continue their statin use following the event, perhaps because they perceived the drug to be ineffective.

Adverse effects
The side effects of statins experienced by patients are also an important cause of nonadherence to medication. A recent analysis of statin adverse drug reactions (ADR) in the (Food and Drug Administration) FDA’s adverse event reporting system, AERS, found signals for myalgia, rhabdomyolysis, and an increase in creatine phosphokinase level and other common muscular ADR, including asthenia, chest pain, pain in the extremities, muscle spasms, muscular weakness, myositis, and myopathy. Muscular symptoms associated with average dosage statin therapy are more frequent than in clinical trials and have a greater impact on patients’ life than usually thought. In a recently published review, it was suggested that the muscular symptoms occurred in up to 20% of patients in observational studies. Moreover, statin-related muscular side effects were more present in older people. It can be postulated that older patients more likely have other conditions that can interfere with statin metabolism (such as renal insufficiency) or mimic statin muscular side effects and that statin pharmacokinetics is different in this population.

In an observational study of patients with dyslipidemia receiving high doses of statins, these symptoms were reported by 10.5% of patients, of which 19.8% discontinued their statin therapy and 16.7% required a dose reduction. Most of the muscle side effects occurred within the first 3 months. In a wide survey on French subjects, muscular symptoms were reported by 10% of statin-treated patients and led to discontinuation in 30% of the symptomatic patients. In a survey by Cohen et al, muscle-related side effects while taking a statin were reported by 29% of all survey participants: 25% among current users and 60% among former users. Of former statin users, 62% indicated side effects as the reason for stopping, compared with 17% who indicated costs and 12% who cited lack of efficacy. Former users also described themselves as less likely to tolerate side effects from prescription medications. Most respondents discussed these side effects with their doctor, and it was the physician who most frequently recommended stopping or switching statins as the course of action. However, approximately one-third of those who stopped their statin because of muscle-related side effects did so without talking to their doctor.

In the communication between patients and physicians about ADRs, the latter play an important role. Using a patient-targeted survey, the authors of one study sought to assess patient representations of how physicians responded when patients presented with possible ADRs. In this study, 87% of patients spoke to their physician about the possible connection between statin use and their symptom. Physicians were commonly reported to have denied the possibility of a relationship between symptoms and drug, and to have done

...
so even when the patient noticed and reported an apparent association, when there was literature support for the ADR, and when cases met literature criteria for probable or definite ADR causality. According to patients, physicians seldom initiated the conversations regarding a possible relation of the drug to the symptom.

**Costs**

The cost of medications remains a controversial cause of nonadherence. The largest analysis evaluating the cost of medicines and adherence found that in 132 studies, an increase in cost sharing was associated with lower rates of drug treatment, worse adherence, and more frequent discontinuation of therapy. The authors found that medication use fell by 2%-6% for a 10% increase in cost sharing. Similarly, the analysis by Ellis et al highlighted that the level of patient copayment was an independent factor for statin discontinuation.

A Finnish study evaluated the difference between adherence to medications on the basis of cost by comparing the discontinuation rates of atorvastatin with the recently introduced, generic simvastatin in 2003. In the initial year following generic statin availability, there were no differences in discontinuation rates; however, 2 years later, those who started simvastatin were 20% less likely to discontinue statin therapy. Interestingly, when patients’ copayments were reimbursed, this difference in discontinuation rates again disappeared, confirming that cost does play a role in medication adherence.

**The patient–physician relationship**

Adherence has been defined as “the active, voluntary, and collaborative involvement of the patient in a mutually acceptable course of behavior to produce a therapeutic result.” Osterberg and Blaschke reported that the word “adherence” is preferred by many health care providers, because “compliance” suggests that the patient is passively following the doctor’s orders and that the treatment plan is not based on a therapeutic alliance or contract established between the patient and the physician.

Although most patients could identify what causes hyperlipidemia, the majority of patients did not understand how their cholesterol-lowering medication worked. It is possible that these gaps in understanding are more attributable to a lack of provision of appropriate education than to the patients’ ability to comprehend. Two major problems in the doctor–patient relationship are the patient’s dissatisfaction with the communication aspect of the consultation and the patients not following advice given to them. Studies have shown that the quality of clinical communication is related to positive health outcomes. Concordance between the doctor and patient in identifying the nature and seriousness of the clinical problem is related to improving and resolving the problem, and greater participation by the patient in the encounter improves satisfaction, compliance and outcome of treatment. An improvement in clinical communication can be obtained, encouraging patients to discuss their main concerns without interruption or premature closing. Patients’ perceptions of the illness and associated feelings and expectations should be elicited, and doctors should cultivate empathy, learn methods of active listening, give clear explanations, check the patient’s understanding, negotiate a treatment plan, and check the patient’s attention to compliance. Gaining a better understanding of the range of underlying motivations for discontinuing therapy is critical for designing effective interventions. Identifying the types and sources of information patients use to learn about statins and their perceptions of cardiovascular risk factors could also improve clinician–patient communication about statins. Stressing the benefits of statin therapy at the time of prescribing, as well as discussing potential adverse side effects and their incidence and seriousness, may improve how patients filter information they receive from other sources. The patient’s perception of the time that his physician spent to explain and to discuss the different aspects of cholesterol and the CVD problem has been directly correlated with a higher compliance.

**Conclusion**

There are a number of direct patient-related reasons for non-adherence to antihypertensive and lipid-lowering medicines. These include forgetfulness, a negative attitude towards medication, frustration with poor therapeutic responses, and preconceived beliefs regarding health and medication. In addition, a poor understanding of the cost–benefit analysis of a prescribed drug, including a lack of understanding of the benefit of the medication and a fear of drug-related adverse events, may also contribute to patient nonadherence.

Building on the patient’s motivation, by increasing the perceived importance of adherence, and strengthening confidence, by building self-management skills, are behavioral treatment targets that must be addressed concurrently with biomedical ones if overall adherence is to be improved.
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